AuthControl Sentry: Image

Our award winning authentication solution protects access to all of your data
whether on-premise or in the Cloud. Using Image based challenges allows us
to leverage a web browser as the authentication factor; helping us, to help you
solve business challenges relating to the security of, and access to, your data.

Key Features:
Business Benefits:

Support for all Browsers

Strong Authentication

The image based challenge works across all browsers and by
default is provided over secure HTTPS connections.

Provides enhanced security, over username and password
alone, by creating a changing credential, without deploying a
two-factor authentication challenge.

Reduced Costs
With no physical or soft token to manage, the total cost of
ownership and management of the Image based service is lower
than any comparable full 2FA service.

Simple Management
With no SMS to send, app to download, or token to provide, the
image based solution is the fastest and simplest authentication
factor on the market to deploy and use.

Ease of Use
Presenting the image in the users web browser, whether
accessing an SSL VPN, Cloud application or internal
application, means there is no 2nd device needed. Access
could not be simpler, whilst security is greatly enhanced over
using static credentials of a Username and Password.

Multiple Methods
The image challenge is available as a grid of numbers (PINpad),
or a rectangular image (TURing). Each time the images
are presented the challenge is changed, by displaying the
characters in a different order, altering the font or changing the
background image.

PINsafe Security
Is used to allow the presentation of an OTC, via a web browser,
using our patented protocol. PINsafe combines the use of a
registered PIN with a random security string.

PINpad
A 10-digit code is presented in the form of a number grid in the
user’s web browser. The user then simply clicks on the images
that represent their PIN. Each image clicked then transmits a
different OTC code to AuthControl Sentry to authenticate the
user.

Branding
Can be modified to reflect your corporate image. PINpad icons,
and TURing image can be tailored to the colours of your choice.

TURing
A 10-digit code is presented in the form of a rectangular image
in the user’s web browser. The user then takes from it the
numbers represented by their PIN. If their PIN is 1370, then
they simply take the 1st, 3rd, 7th, and 10th character from the
presented image.
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Swivel Secure is a pioneering network security solutions
provider. Our authentication platform is recognised as a
leading standard in authentication technology and is the
solution of choice for prominent global organisations.
Offering a wide range of authentication options, the
Swivel Secure platform delivers two-factor authentication
via Mobile Apps, SMS, OATH Tokens, Telephony and Strong
authentication through integrated in-browser imagery.
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